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This article pertains to dispute resolution in the highly litigious matters 

of payments for purchase of property, on which electricity dues are 

present. No single precedent applies to this issue, and there is no uniform 

national legislation governing it. Consequently, this article attempts to 

answer the question of who must pay said dues annexed to a property 

by discussing cases from the Supreme Court as well as High Courts of 

Bombay, Delhi, Gujarat Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and Madhya Pradesh. 

Differing approaches of the courts, as well as other statutes relevant to 

the issue are discussed. The article offers the conclusion that judicial 

trends reflect a change in approach from caveat emptor to caveat 

venditor, especially for properties sold through auction under special 

legislations such as SARFAESI Act, State Financial Corporations Acts, 

Recovery of Debts and Bankruptcy Act etc. Distinguishing between fresh 

connections of electricity and reconnections of existing ones, some High 

Courts have made distinctions between classes of purchasers/consumers, 

while others have not. Decisions in such issues also heavily depend on 

special statutes governing the matter, if any. 
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I. IntroductIon

Electricity supply is a behemoth infrastructure involving huge expenditure and 
investments. The units are set up and operated continually so as to ensure uninterrupted 
supply of electricity. The process being complex in nature, there are several intermediaries 
involved in the process commencing from production of electricity and terminating 
at receiving payments for the services so offered. Out of the several intermediaries and 
stakeholders involved in the process of providing electricity, the distributors/suppliers are 
indispensable ones. Electricity distributors in India range from private, public, private-
public-partnership companies and together they serve a large population with an essential 
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service. Akin to other industries, the supply of electricity is susceptible to disputes 
concerning payment for goods and services. One such dispute as to payment arises out of 
the purchase of property, on which electricity dues are present. This has been a litigious 
issue for a long time in the Indian legal system. Confusion persists on all levels, thereby 
resulting in conflicts between retail consumers and discoms, which has led to a large 
number of pending cases. Due to this pendency and uncertainty of law, the stakeholders 
face significant losses. 

On preliminary understanding, the question can be addressed by resorting to the 

doctrines of caveat emptor and caveat venditor? Caveat emptor is a Latin maxim which 
means ‘let the buyer beware’. It implies that a buyer of real estate or other goods must 
exercise due diligence before finalising the purchase. Caveat venditor, on the other hand, 
stands for ‘let the seller beware’. However, we find that the issue is much more intricate 
and there are various technicalities involved in determining who pays the dues of electricity 
annexed to a property.  

There are multiple cases that deal with the issue but there is much variation in the 
spheres of their operation due to differences arising from new technicalities in succeeding 
cases. This article attempts to bring some clarity on the matter by discussing relevant cases, 
different approaches of various High Courts, and also the operation of other statutes vis-à-

vis this issue. 

II. JudIcIal developments

There are a host of cases decided by the Supreme Court of India and the various High 
Courts regarding the issue of the dues in payment of electricity supply. Regardless, there is 
not a single precedent that applies to all situations and the problem persists because there 
is no uniform legislation applicable to the whole country. 

The legislations that regulate such matters are usually the Supply Codes or the Terms 
and Conditions of Supply that are delegated legislations, and are made by the Electricity 
Commissions (erstwhile Boards) and distributors.1 Various High Courts have interpreted 
the decisions of the Supreme Court, and in turn, resulted in uncertainty. 

The Supreme Court has time and again tried to put to rest the matter. One of the initial 
questions is about the nature of electricity connection over a premises, whether it is a 
fresh connection or is it a case of transfer of the electricity connection. Certain delegated 
legislations require clearance of electricity dues only by the transferees of a premises. This 
implies that a person seeking fresh electricity connection on a premise need not clear the 
dues incurred by the previous owner on his own name. The existence or absence of a statute 
to govern the dues has implications on the decisions of the courts, and if such a statute is 
present then does it consider electricity dues as a charge over the property; some states 

1 Punjab SEB v Bassi Cold Storage (1994) 3 SCR 33; Bihar SEB v Parmeshwar Kumar Agrawala  
AIR 1996 SC 2214; M/s Hyderabad Vanaspati Ltd v APSEB & Ors (1998) 2 SCR 620. 
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consider electricity dues as a charge over the property and recoverable as arrears of land 
revenue whereas others do not. 

The mode of purchase also has an important role to play. An auction purchase has 
different characteristics from a regular sale with the former having government bodies 
involved in the process. For example, sale of any premises under the SARFAESI Act2, as 
opposed to a voluntary inter vivos sale, is governed by different standards of prior notice of 
encumbrances and electricity dues. These standards would determine the extent of liability 
on the purchaser or the seller. 

Lastly, any relation between the purchaser and the seller becomes material in 
determining the liabilities in relation to electricity dues. To illustrate, if the assets of a 
company are transferred to the relatives of a director with an intention to escape paying the 
dues of electricity, the courts in this scenario will not shy away to pierce the corporate veil 
of the seller company and hold the purchaser liable.3

III. supreme court

The question of outstanding electricity dues came before a three-judge bench of the 
Supreme Court of India in the case of Isha Marbles.4 In this case, the appellant was an 
auction purchaser of certain premises auctioned under the State Financial Corporations 
Act, 1951.5 When the auction purchaser assumed possession of the premises, the electricity 
connection had been disconnected by the State Electricity Board due to non-payment of 
electricity dues by the previous owner. The State Electricity Board required the auction 
purchaser to clear the dues of electricity charges incurred by the previous owner. This 
requisition was challenged by the purchaser before the High Court of Patna. The High 
Court held that the Bihar State Electricity Board was empowered under Section 24 of 
the Supply Act6 to put forth such a demand. Isha Marbles challenged the decision of the 
High Court before the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court held that electricity dues in 
relation to a property do not constitute charge over a property, thus, liability could not be 
imposed on the purchaser for the dues of electricity charges by the previous owner. Further, 
unless there was a specific statutory law to that effect, privity of contract exists whereby the 
purchaser is a third party who is not liable for the dues incurred by the previous owner. In 
this case, there was absentia of such a statutory law. Additionally, the dues of the electricity 
are not annexed to the property but are annexed to the consumer. The court categorically 
held that the auction purchaser does not qualify as a ‘consumer’ or ‘occupier’ under sub-

2 Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act 
2002 (SARFAESI Act).

3 Akanksha International v Maharashtra State Election Distribution Company Ltd 2007(5) 
BomCR 481.

4 Isha Marbles v Bihar State Electricity Board and Ors (1995) 2 SCC 648.
5 State Financial Corporation Act 1951, s 29(1).
6 The Electricity Supply Act 1948 (repealed), s 24.
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section 15 of Section 2 of the Electricity Act.7 It was also opined that it is the obligation 
of the distributor to provide electricity within 30 days to any person making a requisition. 
However, in cases where the defaulter and the purchaser are virtually the same entity, 
liability can be imposed on the purchaser of the premises.

After-effects of Isha Marbles

The major impact of Isha Marbles can be seen in various decisions of the Supreme 
Court as recently as 2020. One early case is Ahmedabad Electricity Company Ltd v Gujarat 

Inns Pvt Ltd and Ors.8 Here the Supreme Court held that when an auction purchaser makes 
a requisition for a fresh connection of electricity, they should not be required to clear the 
dues of the previous owner/occupier unless there’s a statutory provision to that effect. 
Cases involving the transfer of electricity connection were left open for consideration by 
the court in this case.

The authorities (i.e. Boards and discoms) took cognizance of Isha Marbles, and some 
State Electricity Boards added clauses in their terms and conditions of supply of electricity 
and other subordinate legislations. These clauses were intended to impose liabilities on the 
subsequent purchasers. Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam Ltd (discom) introduced Clause 
21-(A)9 in the Terms and Conditions of Supply of Electrical Energy which empowered the 
discom to refrain from granting fresh connection/transfer of connection until the previous 
dues were paid by the transferee. Interpreting this clause, a deviation was observed from 

7 Electricity Act 2003, s 2(15).
8 Ahmedabad Electricity Co Ltd v Gujarat Inns Pvt Ltd and Ors (Ahmedabad Electricity) (2004) 

3 SCC 587.
9 Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam, Sales Circular, Recovery of outstanding dues 

from the defaulting premise, (No D-95/2001) 2001, <https://www.dhbvn.org.in/static 
Content/saleregulation/salecircular/circular2001/SC.D-95-2001.pdf> accessed 17 August 2021; 

 Clause 21-(A)(a) reads as follows: ‘When there is transfer of ownership or right of occupancy 
of a premises, the registered consumer shall intimate the transfer of right of occupancy of the 
premises within 15 days to the Assistant Engineer/Assistant Executive Engineer concerned. 
Intimation having been received, the service shall be disconnected unless application for transfer 
is allowed. If the transferee desires to enjoy the service connection, he shall pay the outstanding 
dues, if any, to the Nigam and apply for transfer of the service connection within 30 days and 
execute fresh agreement and furnish fresh security. New Consumer number shall be allotted in 
such cases canceling the previous number.

 (b) Reconnection or new connection shall not be given to any premises where there are arrears on 
any account to the Nigam unless these are cleared in advance. If the new owner/occupier/allottee 
remits the amount due from the previous consumer, the Nigam shall provide reconnection or new 
connection depending upon whether the service remains disconnected/dismantled as the case 
may be. The amount so remitted will Be adjusted against the dues from the previous consumer. 
If the Nigam get the full or partial dues from the previous consumer through legal proceedings 
or otherwise, the amount remitted by the new owner/occupier to whom the connection has been 
effected shall be refunded to that extent. But the amount already remitted by him/her shall not 
bear any interest.

 (c) The above proposed provisions of Clause 21-A(a) and (b) shall be applicable to existing 
consumers also where defaulting amount exists against premises occupied by such consumer.’

https://www.dhbvn.org.in/staticContent/saleregulation/salecircular/circular2001/SC.D-95-2001.pdf
https://www.dhbvn.org.in/staticContent/saleregulation/salecircular/circular2001/SC.D-95-2001.pdf
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the previous two cases in Paramount Polymer.10 This case involved an auction purchase 
and the liability on the auction purchaser to clear the dues of the previous owner/occupier. 
The High Court of Punjab and Haryana had declared that Clause 21-(A) does not apply 
to the respondent i.e. Paramount Polymers. The application of the fresh connection had 
been made prior to the introduction of Clause 21-(A) and therefore the respondent could 
not be made liable to those terms. The Supreme Court, however determined that the High 
Court had overlooked sub-clause (c) under Clause 21-(A). Despite the fact that Paramount 
Polymers entered into a contract with the appellant for the supply of electricity connection 
before the insertion of the clause, they had to comply with the amended terms by virtue 
of sub-clause (c) as Clause 21-(A) is to be applicable to existing users.11 Before the High 
Court, the original petitioners also challenged the validity of Clause 21-(A). The High 
Court did not delve into the matter and therefore the Supreme Court remitted the question 
back to the High Court for fresh consideration.12 The important aspect reiterated by the 
apex court was that the terms and conditions of supply are not merely contractual but are 
statutory in nature.13 Furthermore, the powers under the Punjab Land Revenue Act, 1887 
allowed dues of electricity to be recovered as arrears of land revenue, which the High Court 
had failed to take into account.14 

Cases with certain variations wound up at the Supreme Court. In DVS Steels and 

Alloys,15 the Supreme Court had to decide the liability of a purchaser of a sub-divided plot 
to pay electricity dues. The Supreme Court in clear terms decided that the distributor can 
stipulate terms subject to which it would supply electricity (in this case, payment of dues 
of a sub-divided plot was to be made on a pro-rata basis). Further, the distributor can insist 
on the fulfillment of such pre-requisite terms. This is of course subject to the condition that 
the distributor had stipulated that dues of electricity charges of the previous owner were to 
be paid by the new owner/occupier of the premises. The most important part of the decision 
is about the extent of interference by the Courts vis-à-vis the stipulation in form of terms/
rules/regulations which are delegated legislation. The apex court clarified that unless the 
stipulation is arbitrary or unreasonable, the courts must not interfere with them. 

Until now, the Supreme Court was dealing with isolated issues and the position of 
law had not been summarily stipulated. Hence, in Hanuman Rice Mills16 the Court did 
exactly that in the form of two premises: firstly, that the electricity dues do not constitute a 
charge over the property, and therefore in general, they are not payable by the transferee of 

10 Dakshin Haryana Bijali Vitran Nigam Ltd v Paramount Polymers Pvt Ltd (2006) 13 SCC 101.
11 ibid 107-108.
12 ibid 110.
13 M/s Hyderabad Vanaspati Ltd v Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board and ors (1998) 2 SCR 

620.
14 Punjab Land Revenue Act 1887.
15 Paschimanchal Vidyut Vitran Nigam Ltd and Ors v DVS Steel and Alloy Pvt Ltd and Ors (DVS 

Steel) (2009) 1 SCC 210.
16 Haryana State Electricity Board v Hanuman Rice Mills and Ors (2010) 9 SCC 145, 150-51.
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premises. Secondly, where a statute or terms of supply authorize the distributor to recover 
the dues of electricity from the purchaser of the property before granting fresh connection/
transfer of connection, the distributor may do so. In North Eastern Electricity Company 

of Orissa (NESCO) v Raghunath Paper Mills Pvt Ltd,17 as per the Orissa Electricity 
Regulatory Commission Distribution (Conditions of Supply) Code 2004,18 clearance of 
dues of electricity by any person seeking restoration of existing connection was required. 
However, there was no such prerequisite applicable to a purchaser who sought a fresh 
connection. The respondent, in this case, had purchased the premises in an auction under 
the State Financial Corporations Act, 1951 from the Official Liquidator. The premises 
had been purchased on ‘as is where is’ and ‘whatever there is basis’. We must note that 
the Supreme Court again made a reference to all the cases mentioned above and came 
to a similar coherent conclusion: a subsequent purchaser of premises will not be liable 
to pay the dues of electricity incurred by the previous owner/occupier when he or she 
seeks a re-connection or a fresh connection for electricity with the distributor; unless of 
course there are specific statutory terms and conditions in the supply code that stipulate 
for the payment of dues incurred by the previous owner by the subsequent purchaser on 
seeking re-connection or a fresh connection or both. The Supreme Court reiterated that the 
courts could only interfere with the terms and conditions of supply if they are arbitrary or 
unreasonable. 

In a 2018 case,19 the Supreme Court relied on the law laid down in Isha Marbles and 
once again disregarded the contention that an auction purchaser who purchased a property 
on an ‘as is where is’ basis is obligated to clear the dues of electricity. The sale, in this 
case, was conducted to enforce security interest under the SARFAESI Act.20 The Court 
also recognised that the auction purchaser had no connection with the defaulting previous 
owner and therefore, in absence of such nexus and in the absence of a statutory provision, 
the purchaser did not have to pay the dues in order to seek a fresh connection of electricity. 
As recently as 2020, in the case of Telangana State Southern Power Distribution Co Ltd 

& Anr v M/s Srigdhaa Beverage,21 the Supreme Court dealt with the matter again. In this 

17 Special Officer, Commerce, North Eastern Electricity Company of Orissa (NESCO) v Raghunath 
Paper Mills Pvt Ltd (2012) 13 SCC 479.

18 Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission Distribution (Conditions of Supply) Code 2004, r 
13(10); It reads as follows: ‘Transfer of service connection: 

 (a) Subject to Regulation 8, the transfer of service connection shall be effected within 15 days 
from the date of receipt of complete application.

 (b) The service connection from the name of a person to the name of another consumer shall 
not be transferred unless the arrear charges pending against the previous occupier are cleared. 
Provided that this shall not be applicable when the ownership of the premises is transferred 
under the provisions of the State Financial Corporation Act.’

19 Southern Power Distribution Co of Telangana Ltd v Gopal Agrawal and Ors (2018) 12 SCC 
644.

20 SARFAESI Act (n 2).
21 Telangana State Southern Power Distribution Co Ltd & Anr v M/s Srigdhaa Beverage (2020) 6 

SCC 404.
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case, the purchase of a premises was done through an auction, on ‘as is where is, whatever 

there is and without recourse basis’. The auction notice specifically stipulated details 
and quantum of outstanding dues of electricity; meaning that the purchaser had sufficient 
notice. The sale was made ‘free from all encumbrances’ and an indemnity was provided by 
the vendor for any loss arising out of any defect in the title, statutory liabilities, and also 
litigation expenses arising out of such defects in title. The court held that the purchaser 
was liable to pay the electricity dues as the statute clearly required, regardless of whether 
the connection is new or a reconnection. And the distinctive feature of the decision is 
that it states that in case of an auction, when the auction notice stipulates the quantum 
of dues for electricity, the same needs to be paid by the auction purchaser. Thus in such 
specific scenarios pertaining to an auction purchase wherein sufficient notice about arrears 
of electricity along with a statutory requirement on the purchaser to clear those dues, the 
Supreme Court has a clear stance. 

Iv. InterpretatIons by the hIgh courts 

After the pronouncement of judgment in Isha Marbles, the executive has been proactive 
in formulating statutes or incorporating provisions in existing statutes for imposing liability 
on the transferees. Due to the distinct provisions in different states, the position of law 
differs from one jurisdiction to another. 

High Court of Judicature at Bombay

The initial approach of the Bombay High Court towards the issue was different from 
what is practiced at present. Subsequent to the decision in Isha Marbles, regulations were 
amended by the State Electricity Board in Maharashtra to govern the supply of electricity. 
After disconnection of supply by the distributor under Section 24 of the Electricity Act, 
2013,22 the distributor could recover the dues from the purchasers under Regulation 23 of 
the Maharashtra Electricity Supply Regulations.23 A division bench of the Bombay High 

22 The Electricity Act 2013, s 24.
23 Maharashtra Electricity Supply Regulations, r 23; It reads as follows: ‘23. Assignment or 

Transfer of Agreement :
 (a) The consumer shall not without previous consent in writing of the Board, assign, transfer or 

part with the benefit of his agreement with the Board nor shall the consumer in any manner part 
with or create any partial or separate interest thereunder.

 (b) A consumer who commits breach of condition 23(a) above and neglected to pay to the Board 
any charges for energy or to deposit with the Board amount of security deposit or compensation 
and the supply of such consumer is disconnected under Section 24 of the Indian Electricity Act, 
1910 or under condition No. 31 (e) of these conditions dies, or transfers, assigns or otherwise 
dispenses of the undertaking or the premises to which energy was being supplied to the consumer, 
any person claiming to be heir, legal representative, transferee, assignee or successor of the 
defaulting consumer with or without consideration in any manner shall be deemed to be liable 
to pay the arrears of electricity charges, security deposit or compensation due payable by the 
consumer and it shall be lawful for the Board to refuse to supply or reconnect the supply or to 
give a new connection to such person claiming to be the heir, legal representative, transferee, 
assignee or successor of the defaulting consumer of such premises, unless the amount of such 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/773716/
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Court held in ETCO Spinners24 case that an auction purchaser does not qualify as any of the 
persons named in Regulation 23, hence is not liable to pay dues to the defaulting owner. It 
was held that sale in an auction is not in the nature of a voluntary transfer and therefore an 
auction purchaser who seeks a fresh connection of electricity cannot be made to pay the 
arrears in absence of a statutory provision which may cover such transferees. A distinction 
between voluntary inter vivos transfer and a non-voluntary transfer was reiterated by the 
division bench.25

Relying on the decision in ETCO Spinners, another division bench of the Bombay 
High Court decided that the Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity 
Supply Code and Other Conditions of Supply) Regulations, 200526 clearly imposes liability 
on the purchaser to clear the dues.27 The court held that the unpaid dues constitute a charge 
over the property, therefore the same can be recovered from the transferee of the property. 
The court clarified that the question of fresh connection versus a transfer of connection has 
no relevance since Regulation 10.5 covers all such cases. 

The Bombay High Court has taken a view based solely on the statutory provision 
relating to the recovery of dues. This view is in accordance with the law laid down by the 
Supreme Court and therefore, attracts no criticism or analysis per se.

Delhi High Court

In a case before a division bench of the Delhi High Court, it was decided that according 
to Clause 2.1(iv) of the relevant General Conditions of Supply,28 a purchaser of property 
has to clear the electricity dues of the previous consumer.29 The clause requires any 
applicant to deposit certain charges including outstanding dues against the premises and/or 
disconnected connection(s). The High Court distinguished this case from Isha Marbles by 
quoting the presence of a specific statute that was absent in the latter. The court went on to 
suggest that in their collective wisdom, there exists no distinction between a buyer who is 
aware of the existence of charges and a buyer who is unaware of such existence.

charges due and/or the compensation demand from the defaulting consumer, is as the case may 
be duly paid to or deposited with the Board.’

24 ETCO Spinners Pvt Ltd and Ors v State of Maharashtra and Ors 2005 (6) BomCR 351 [Pending 
SLP(c) 21027/2005].

25 Aurangabad Industrial Associates v State of Maharashtra 2001(3) BomCR 554.  
26 Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity Supply Code and Other Conditions 

of Supply) Regulations 2005, r 10.5.
27 Namco Industries Pvt Ltd v State of Maharashtra & Ors 2011 (113) BOMLR 3479.
28 Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission, Tariff Order (May 23 2001); It reads as follows: 

‘General Conditions of Supply: 
 2.1 Supply of electricity in all cases is subject to the condition that…
 (iv) The applicant deposits development charges, advance consumption deposit and all such 

charges as may be applicable including outstanding dues against the premises and / or 
disconnected connection(s).’

29 Madhu Garg & Ors v North Delhi Power Ltd 2006 (88) DRJ 595.
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This was upheld in the case of BSES Rajdhani.30 The court further opined that there is 
no relevance of bona fides (or mala fides) and knowledge of dues (or absence of knowledge) 
in deciding the liability. Moreover, there is no difference if the requisition for supply is 
in the form of a new connection or transfer of connection. In cases of voluntary inter 

vivos transfer of the property, the High Court has followed the decision of BSES Rajdhani 

without variation. 

It has continued to hold that there is no distinction between a buyer being aware or 
unaware of the outstanding electricity dues and that it is the liability of the purchaser to 
satisfy himself that there are no such dues prior to the sale.31

The variation from the settled law was seen in Tata Power32 where the Court held that 
an auction purchaser cannot be obligated to clear the outstanding electricity dues under 
Regulation 15 of the Code.33 It requires an applicant, who purchased property with an 
existing electricity connection, to perform due diligence and to obtain a no dues certificate 
from the distributor. 

Relying upon the decision in NESCO34, Ahmedabad Electricity Company35 , and DVS 

Steel,36 the High Court held that there is a distinction between a person who purchases 
property from the previous owner directly (voluntary inter vivos transfer) and a person who 
purchases the property from public auction. A person who purchases a property in a public 
auction, on ‘as is where is’ and ‘whatever there is’ basis cannot be reasonably expected to 
inquire into the existence of electricity dues. Further, no provision treats the outstanding 
electricity payments as a charge on the property, therefore, an auction purchaser cannot be 
forced to pay the outstanding dues of electricity.37

From the above-mentioned cases, it is clear that unlike the Bombay High Court, the 
High Court of Delhi has interpreted the statutory provisions subjectively and has created a 
differentiation amongst different classes of purchasers.

Gujarat High Court 

The position of law in Gujarat is far from clear. Initially, in absence of any statutory 
provision, the High Court held that the purchaser cannot be made to clear the electricity 

30 BSES Rajdhani Power Ltd v Saurashtra Color Tones Pvt Ltd & Ors AIR 2010 Delhi 14.
31 Harpreet Singh Bhatia v North Delhi Power Ltd 2018 ELR (DELHI) 121.
32 Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd v Neeraj Gulati 2018 SCC OnLine Del 6713.
33 Delhi Electricity Supply Code and Performance Standards Regulation 2007, <http://www.derc.

gov.in/sites/default/files/SupplyCode.pdf> accessed 17 August 2021.
34 NESCO (n 17).
35 Ahmedabad Electricity (n 8).
36 DVS Steel (n 15).
37 Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd v Neeraj Gulati 2018 SCC OnLine Del 6713 [24].

http://www.derc.gov.in/sites/default/files/SupplyCode.pdf
http://www.derc.gov.in/sites/default/files/SupplyCode.pdf
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dues of the previous consumer.38 Against such decisions, special leave petitions are pending 
before the Supreme Court till date.39 These pending cases before the Supreme Court affect 
the decisions of the High Court of Gujarat.

Clause 2 (j) of the Conditions for Supply empowers the distributor to recover dues of 
defaulting consumers from the subsequent purchaser (in cases of both reconnection and 
requisition for new connection). This clause under the Gujarat Electricity Board (Conditions 
and Miscellaneous Charges for Supply of Electrical Energy)40 was upheld by a division 
bench of the High Court in the Sona Cooperative Housing Society case.41 Having similar 
effect as Clause 2(j) of the Conditions of Supply, Clause 4.1.11 was introduced through 
the Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission via an amendment in the conditions of 
supply,42 but surprisingly it was struck down by a three-judge bench of the High Court as 
being ultra vires and inconsistent with the Electricity Act, 2013.43 Therefore, in Gujarat, 
there are 3 issues that need consideration of the court while deciding the liability of a 
purchaser to clear outstanding electricity charges. Firstly, that the decision of the apex 
court is awaited; secondly, Clause 2(j) has been upheld by the High Court; and thirdly, 
Clause 4.1.11 similar in function to Clause 2(j) has been struck down by the High Court 
but this decision may be set aside by the apex court. Due to the apparent tentativeness of 
the law, the Gujarat High Court has opined that the electricity connection to any purchaser-
applicant must be given by taking an undertaking that the purchaser would abide by the 
decision of the apex court made in this regard.44

Tamil Nadu High Court, Kerala High Court, and Madhya Pradesh High Court

The approach of the Madras High Court is similar to a certain extent to the Kerala High 
Court.

38 Abhisar Developers v Torrent Power Ltd AIR 2011 Guj 1.
39 Torrent Power Ltd & etc v M/s Abhisar Developers SLP (c) 9092-9094/2013.
40 The Indian Electricity Act 1910.
41 Gujarat Electricity Board v Sona Cooperative Housing Society Ltd & Ors LPA 1484 of 2004 R/

SCA/9032/2002.
42 Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity Supply Code and Related Matters) 

(Third Amendment) Regulations 2010, c 4.1.11; It reads as follows: ‘An application for new 
connection, reconnection, addition or reduction of load, change of name or shifting of service 
line for any premises need not be entertained unless any dues relating to that premises or any 
dues of the applicant to the Distribution Licensee in respect of any other service connection 
held in his name anywhere in the jurisdiction of the Distribution Licensee have been cleared. 
Provided that in case the connection is released after recovery of earlier dues from the new 
applicant and in case the licensee, after availing appropriate legal remedies, get the full or part 
of the dues from the previous consumer/owner or occupier of that premise, the amount shall be 
refunded to the new consumer/owner or occupier from whom the dues have been recovered after 
adjusting expenses to recover such dues.’

43 Sanjay Balvantrai Desai & Ors v Dakshin Gujarat Vij Co Ltd & Ors AIR 2013 Guj 167.
44 Sureshbhai Veljibhai Patel v Dakshin Gujarat Vij Co Ltd and Ors MANU/GJ/0554/2019; 

Abhisar Developers v Torrent Power Limited 2010 (3) Glr 2593.
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A division bench of the Tamil Nadu High Court held the dues of electricity are not 
recoverable from subsequent purchasers of premises.45 The ratio for holding subsequent 
purchasers not liable was that Clause 6.10 of the Supply Code46 applied only to debtors; 
whereas a purchaser does not fit into such a category. Further, no charge is created over 
the property by the said clause, and therefore, in KTV Foods47 it was held that Clause 6.10 
is not an appropriate provision to make the subsequent purchaser liable for outstanding 
electricity dues. According to the decisions of the High Court, dues are not recoverable 
from the purchaser per se.48

The Kerala High Court now shares the same position as the Tamil Nadu High Court. 
Earlier, through interpretation of Regulation 15(d) and 15(e) of the Regulations relating to 
Conditions of Supply of Electrical Energy49 and the decision in Isha Marbles, arrears of 
electricity were deemed to be a charge on property and a purchaser was required to clear 
them.50  Subsequently, a full bench of Kerala High Court decided that the regulations make 
no distinction between an auction purchaser and any other purchaser, and in absence of 
such distinction, all persons seeking new connection/reconnection need to clear the dues 
pertaining to electricity.51 Even after the Electricity Act, 2003 came into force, the position 
of law has been constant where the purchaser has to clear the dues of electricity.52 The 
position of law has changed after the enactment of the Kerala Electricity Supply Code, 
200553 and subsequently, by the enactment of the Code of 2014.54 

Regulation 12 of the 2005 Code and Regulation 40 of the 2014 Code do not require 
the purchaser of any property to clear the dues of electricity marking a clear shift. Such 
regulations only require the deposit of the dues until they are recovered from the previous 
owner or on expiry of three years from the date of purchase. These provisions were held 

45 Shajahan v Superintending Engineer TNEB 2012 (4) MLJ 763.
46 Tamil Nadu Electricity Board, Terms and Conditions of Supply, 6.10; It reads as follows: ‘The 

Board will refuse to supply electricity to an intending consumer who has defaulted in payment of 
dues to the Board in respect of any other service connection held in his name.

 In case of services which have been disconnected/dismantled for non-payment of arrears and if 
the services are to be availed by other parties in the same premises either by purchase or transfer 
or in auction or on lease basis then in such cases the services will be effected only on clearance of 
the dues outstanding against such disconnected/ dismantled service by the intending consumers.’

47 KTV Health Foods Pvt Ltd v Chairman Tamil Nadu Electricity Board 2014 WritLR 814.
48 E Balasubramian v Superintending Engineer, Tamil Nadu Electricity Generation and Distribution 

Corporation (TANGED Co) 2018 (6) CTC 123.
49 A. Ramachandran v Kerala State Electricity Board 2000 (2) KLT 694 [4].
50 KJ Dennis v Liquidator 2001 (2) KLJ 75 (SLP Pending); Seena B Kumar v Asst Executive 

Engineer 2003 (3) KLT 987; A. Ramachandran v Kerala State Electricity Board 2000 (2) KLT 
694.

51 Suraj KR v The Secretary KSEB and Ors AIR 2006 Ker 194.
52 KG Purushothaman v Kerala State Electricity Board and Ors AIR 2007 Ker 201 (SLP Pending).
53 Kerala Electricity Supply Code 2005.
54 Kerala Electricity Supply Code 2014.
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to be consistent with the provisions of the Electricity Act, 2003.55 Hence, by the literal 
interpretation of such regulations, in effect, arrears of electricity dues cannot be recovered 
from the purchaser.56 

So the dues of electricity are not recoverable from the purchasers in Kerala and Tamil 
Nadu in the absolute sense. Contrary to such a position, the liability of the purchaser to pay 
the dues is qualified in Madhya Pradesh. Clause 4.17 of the Madhya Pradesh Electricity 
Supply Code, 200457 (as amended in 2006) requires a transferee to clear the electricity dues 
in case the transferee himself was the consumer-in-default of the payment, or associated 
to the person in default as a partner, director, or managing director or as occupier and/or 
owner of the premises. Clause 4.17 also expressly provides five exceptional cases in which 
no payment of outstanding dues is required by the transferee of the premises. One such 
exception is provided under sub-clause (ii) of Clause 4.17 which states that release of new 
connection shall not be refused in case the property is sold by any government department 
for the recovery of their dues. In furtherance of such provision, the Madhya Pradesh High 
Court has decided that the sale performed by the Official Liquidator or any other agent of the 
government falls within the said exception.58 Hence, the auction purchaser need not pay the 
arrears of electricity charges associated with the premises. The judgment was considered 
a proper law and therefore upheld by a division bench59 and supported by later decisions 
of the Madhya Pradesh High Court.60 The 2004 Regulations in the state of M.P. have been 
repealed but Clause 4.17 has been retained as Clause 4.12 in the latest regulations of 2013. 
Hence, the position of law is clear and remains the same in the State of Madhya Pradesh. 

High Courts on Electricity dues vis-à-vis the SARFAESI Act and the RDB Act61

Provisions of the Security Interest (Enforcement Rules), 2004 (‘ESI Rules’) require the 
Banks/Financial Institutions to disclose all the information relating to encumbrance and 
other material information that may assist the purchaser to judge the nature and value of 
the property.62 Hence, the ESI Act professes the doctrine of caveat venditor which imposes 
accountability for providing information on the seller. Per contra, several conditions of 
supply require the purchaser to discharge the outstanding dues of electricity. This inherently 
creates a conflict in cases where the sale is performed under ESI Rules without disclosing 

55 B Parasmal and Ors v Kerala State Electricity Board and Ors 2018 SCC OnLine Ker 16443.
56 Rafeek CA v Kerala State Electricity Board 2019 SCC OnLine Ker 3010.
57 Madhya Pradesh Electricity Supply Code 2004.
58 Shobhana Enterprises Pvt Ltd v MP Paschim Kshetra Vidyut Vitran Co Ltd & Ors AIR 2010 MP 

6.
59 MP Paschim Kshetra Vidyut Vitran Co Ltd v Electricity Consumer Grievance Redressal Forum 

and Ors AIR 2009 MP 194.
60 Rameshwar Ram Patel v MP Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitran Co Ltd & ors 2012 SCC 

OnLine MP 9345; Rameshwar Ram Patel v MP Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitran Co Ltd & ors 
2012 SCC OnLine MP 10026.

61 Recovery of Debts and Bankruptcy Act 1993.
62 Security Interest (Enforcement Rules) 2004, r 8.
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the information of the dues of electricity associated with the previous owner. High Courts 
have attempted to resolve the conflict between the ESI Rules and electricity regulations but 
in practicality, have failed to establish uniformity. 

Calcutta High Court very recently interpreted sub-regulation 3.4.2. of the West 
Bengal Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity Supply Code) Regulations, 2013.63 

Sub-regulation 3.4.2. empowers the distributor to recover the dues of the ‘previous and 

defaulting consumer’ from the ‘new and subsequent consumer’ if both are ‘at the time 

being connected’. In that case, the acquisition of property was in an auction, hence no 
connection between the defaulter and the purchaser could be proved by the distributor. 
This ultimately discharged the purchaser from the liabilities of his predecessor. In addition, 
it was clarified by the court that an auction purchaser does not qualify as a ‘consumer’ 
under Section 2(15) of the Electricity Act; therefore, he/she cannot be held liable under 
sub-regulation 3.4.2.64 Even the Madras High Court came to the same conclusion after 
analysing Section 31-B of the SARFAESI Act which provides priority to the rights of 
secured creditors.65 It held that Tamil Nadu does not have a specific statute that puts the 
distributors above in priority over the other creditors. Hence, no liability could be imposed 
on the purchasers that the law does not itself impose. 

In Chhattisgarh, the Electricity Supply Code of 201166 requires the new owner to 
perform due diligence before the purchase of property and clear the dues in order to receive 
a fresh supply. The Chhattisgarh High Court took a similar view to that of the Madras High 
Court and Calcutta High Court. The Court held that the provisions of the SARFAESI Act 
(and the rules made therein) would be defeated if an auction purchaser is forced to pay 
the dues of electricity.67 It clarified that Rule 8(6) of the ESI Rules caused the principle of 
caveat emptor to be replaced by the principle of caveat venditor, hence no hidden liability 
can be imposed post the sale of the property.68

Hitherto, the High Courts supported a position in which auction purchasers were not 
required to clear the dues of previous occupiers. Hence, the general rule that emanates 
from such decisions is that the sale under the DRT Act and SARFAESI Act will not entail 
clearance of electricity dues by the auction purchasers. To this general rule, the High Court 

63 Damodar Valley Corporation and Ors v Shree Ramdoot Rollers Private Ltd MANU/
WB/0501/2020.

64 ibid [87].
65 E Balasubramanian v The Superintending Engineer, Tamil Nadu Electricity Generation and 

Distribution Corporation Circle (TANGEDCO) and Ors 2018 (6) CTC 123; Shahjahan v The 
Superintending Engineer AIR 2012 Mad 239; KTV Health Foods Pvt Ltd v Chairman Tamil 
Nadu Electricity Board 2014 Writ LR 814.

66 Chhattisgarh State Electricity Supply Code 2011.
67 M/s Maheshwari Steels v Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution Co Ltd WP (C) 2700/2017 (CG 

HC).
68 Agrawal Structure Mills Pvt Ltd v Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution Co Ltd 2019 SCC 

OnLine Chh 98 [15].
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of Bombay and the Gauhati High Court emerge as an exception.  

A division bench of the Bombay High Court took a different approach and went into 
greater inquiry. It interpreted the Maharashtra Electricity Regulation, 200569 and the 
SARFAESI Act acts harmoniously, and also pierced the corporate veil of the purchasing 
corporation. Since the purchaser was the same family which owned the defaulting unit, 
the auction purchaser was held liable to clear the dues.70 The Bombay High Court also 
explained that the plane of operation of the SARFAESI Act and the electricity regulations 
are completely different, therefore, non-obstante clause in the SARFAESI Act will be of no 
avail to the purchasers. 

Likewise, the Gauhati High Court interpreted the Assam Electricity Regulatory 
Regulations, 200471 to hold an auction purchaser liable for payment of electricity dues of the 
previous owner.72 The reason for such an order was that the regulations require purchasers 
to perform due diligence before purchasing any property vis-à-vis electricity dues. In this 
case, the distributor had already notified the prospective buyers of their liability through 
a notice in a newspaper. Hence, it was incumbent upon the auction purchaser to take note 
of the same. The regulations were also challenged before the High Court as being ultra 

vires but the Court upheld them. Against the High Court’s order, a Special Leave Petition 
is pending before the Supreme Court of India.73

In a related but different issue, the Allahabad High Court decided the liability of banks 
(as auctioneer) for undisclosed encumbrances viz. the dues of housing tax and electricity 
payments.74 The High Court held that the plea of caveat emptor and the immunity on the 
pretext of ‘as is where is’ clause and ‘as is what is’ clause cannot be claimed by the banks. 
Caveat emptor evince that the buyer assumes the risk that the product may have defects. 
Interpreting Rule 9(6) of the ESI Rules, the High Court evinced that the doctrine of caveat 

emptor is now getting replaced by the doctrine of caveat venditor, which means that the 
buyer is not burdened with unreasonable risks but the burden is on the seller to give all 
material information. Hence when the auction notice omits to mention relevant information, 
the banks/financial institutions are liable to pay the charges associated with the property.

69 Maharashtra Electricity Regulation (Electricity Supply Code and other Conditions of Supply) 
2005, s 10.5. 

70 Akanksha International v Maharashtra State Election Distribution Company Ltd 2007(5) 
BomCR 481.

71 Assam Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity Supply Code & Related Matters) 
Regulations 2004, s 3.6.4.

72 Carbon Resources v Assam Electricity Regulatory Commission & Ors AIR 2010 Gau 131.
73 Carbon Resources v Assam Electricity Regulatory Commission & Ors SLP (C) No 24502/2010. 
74 Rekha Sahu v UCO Bank & Ors 2013 SCC OnLine All 13203 [295]-[296].
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v. conclusIon

Analysing the decisions of the Supreme Court and the various High Courts, a  change in 
approach from caveat emptor to caveat venditor can be observed, especially in cases where 
the property over which electricity connection is sought was sold through auction under 
special legislation such as SARFAESI Act, State Financial Corporations Acts, Recovery 
of Debts and Bankruptcy Act, etc. It can be seen that a fresh connection of electricity is 
distinct from reconnection of existing one. In this regard, some High Courts have made a 
distinction between the classes of purchasers/consumers, while others have not. The latter 
lay importance on the terms and conditions of supply and on the sale deed of the property. 

Specific statutes governing the matter at hand make a huge difference in how the cases 
are handled. In absence of any special statute but with a State legislation that considers the 
dues of electricity as charge over the property, the purchaser may be held liable to pay. But 
in situations where there is a specific statute that imposes liability on the purchaser of a 
property, the purchaser must be held liable.

These observations are made after careful consideration of multiple cases and it can 
be easily seen that they display no overall consistency in terms of a singular clear policy 
on a national level which has led to multiple Special Leave Petitions arising from States 
including Gujarat,75 Maharashtra,76 Assam,77 and Kerala78 are pending before the Supreme 
Court; and so as an ad hoc measure, the States have declared that once there is a clear 
statute and precedent governing the issue the concerned parties have to comply with the 
new law. The technicalities and peculiarities arising out of an intersection of the Electricity 
Act and its supply rules, property law, the law of contracts, SARFAESI Act etc., have 
undoubtedly led to the plethora of cases pending before our courts. 

vI. comments

Presently, the Electricity Act, 2003 contains provisions which empower the State 
Electricity Regulatory Commissions to formulate Electricity Supply Codes. Section 
50 read with Section 181(2)(x) of the Act empowers the State Electricity Regulatory 
Commissions (‘SERCs’) to formulate regulations for recovery of electricity charges. Due 
to this, varying codes of supply are seen in different States. These variations are a matter 
of policy over which the SERCs legislate according to the specific circumstances. These 
state-specific codes of supply have been largely successful in maintaining an effective 
electricity distribution infrastructure, but the lack of certainty over the subject of payment 
of dues has led to tedious and lengthy litigations. The case-to-case basis interpretations 

75 Torrent Power AEC Ltd v Shreeji (Rakhial) Commercial Cooperative Housing Society Ltd SLP 
(C) No 001083/2007.

76 Maharashtra State Electricity Board v ETCO Spinners Pvt Ltd SLP(C) No 21027/2005.
77 Carbon Resources Pvt Ltd v The Assam Electricity Regulatory Commission and ors SLP(C) No 

024502/2010.
78 KJ Dennis v Official Liquidator, Kerala & ors SLP(C) No 001053/2002. 
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sought from the courts use a lot of public resources. A singular policy on this subject would 
go a long way to alleviate the burden on the courts, but it may be idealistic to think that it 
is achievable. 

Although on prima facie consideration, the elevation of powers to Central Electricity 
Regulatory Commission (‘CERC’) level looks appropriate but is highly impractical. Even 
the Draft Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 202179 does not resolve this issue, and the status quo 

prevails. It would be best to come up with an alternative solution. The Forum of Regulators 
constituted in pursuance of the provision under Section 166(2) of the Electricity Act, 2003, 
may provide a solution in the present case. The Forum consists of the Chairperson of 
the CERC and Chairpersons of the SERCs. The Chairperson of CERC is the Chairperson 
of the Forum. The Forum convenes frequent meetings to discuss issues in relation to 
governance of electric energy and deliberates upon highly technical matters. It can be used 
to achieve larger uniformity in various areas of electricity supply and distribution. In their 
Model Supply Code,80 a few clauses provide a clear-cut method of solving the problem of 
payment of dues in cases of change of occupancy or vacancy over premises is provided, but 
it is not clear how it can be actually implemented and enforced nationwide. It is therefore 
incumbent upon the individual State Electricity Regulatory Commissions to adopt the 
model clauses and bring about uniformity.

79 Draft Electricity (Amendment) Bill 2021.
80 Forum of Regulators, Model Supply Code, c 4.9-4.11 <http://www.forumofregulators.gov.in/

Data/study/Final%20Model%20Supply%20Code.pdf> accessed 17 August 2021.

http://www.forumofregulators.gov.in/Data/study/Final%20Model%20Supply%20Code.pdf
http://www.forumofregulators.gov.in/Data/study/Final%20Model%20Supply%20Code.pdf
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